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Rose Caraway presents an anthology intended for the fellas and the women who have an appetite

for bold, adventurous erotic storytelling. Escape into the fantastic, the outlandish, and the literary.

Get ready for a space pirate, a cowgirl, an anxious odd man out, an undercover agent, lonely

ghosts, a taxi driver with an unexpected topsy-turvy fare, a burly biker who just wants to be cuddled,

a bride-to-be with one last oat to sow, a mysterious hitchhiker, strangers and a spontaneous

three-way, and a reluctant hitman. You will find these and many more audacious characters playing

out intense encounters. Featured stories by: Allen Dusk, Jade A. Waters, Terrance Aldon Shaw,

Tamsin Flowers, Landon Dixon, Sonnie de Soto, Adrea Kore, D. Lovejoy, Erin Pim, J.T. Seate,

Spencer Dryden, Winter Blair, Simon Drax, Lynn Lake, Chase Morgan, Charlie Powell, Josie

Jordan, Daily Hollow, Marc Angel, Rachel de Vine, D.L. King, Dorothy Freed, Rachel Kramer

Bussel, T.J. Christian, and Emmanuelle de Maupassant.
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The Devil walks into a bar looking for souls and action until meets his match. What does cutting hay

in the summertime have to do with the farmer's daughter? How do cyborgs love? What goes

through the mind at the BDSM club or in the garden running with scissors? Those are some of the

stories in For The Men, others explore the thoughts of space pirates and men watching their wives

with others, as well as men on the receiving end in the end as it were. There are car chases, biker

gangs, truck drivers, gentle handymen and ex-wealthy ex-wivesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•don't forget the

rodeo cowboys either. Drop by for an escape to other climes in troubled times.Not every story is a



five star story, a few are just one scene without that crafted beginning, middle, and end wrapping it

up with reader satisfaction. But not everybody can be O. Henry. Others are very well crafted

stepping into the minds of the characters and pulling off that good writers trick of showing what the

character is thinking and feeling by showing the reader what is happening or with a subtle turn of

dialog.The book is a solid 4-star, with tight editing, good layout and a wealth of enjoyable reading by

25 writers giving the reader what they came for. It is a recommended read.

I received a copy of this to provide an honest review.It's great to see erotic literature aimed at men

(and women who love them). While much of what is already out there can definitely appeal to both,

it's often marketed with tag lines calling it for women. Erotic literature has so much potential that

could be missed by focusing so much on just women. Rose Caraway calls on men to enjoy the

stories in this anthology with plenty of variety and debauchery. This collection challenges the

notions of men's sexuality being sold in mainstream pornographic video as being solely physical,

one-dimensional, and unimaginative.While it's great for anyone, ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“For the

MenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• serves as an excellent collection for men who may be new to erotic fiction or

looking to find something new. There's such a wide variety here that anyone should be able to find a

handful of stories to enjoy. This isn't just in regards to the kinks and sex acts either. Different

genres, settings, relationship pairings, and moods offer a little bit of everything.I enjoyed most of the

stories in this collection and would consider a few of them among my favorite erotic short stories.

The stories are wonderfully told. Language is used so well throughout the collection. Landon Dixon

truly writes like he's having just as much fun with words as his protagonist in

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Breasted.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• In my favorite, ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Undercover

Cop,ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• Erin Pim sets a tense scene that couldn't get any hotter. Even a sweeter story

like Spencer Dryden's ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“MILF and CookiesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• brings thick sexual

tension in such a simple scenario.Rose Caraway and the authors she selected really bring it in

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“For the MenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•. These stories are fun, they're imaginative, sensual,

and best of all, they're exciting! That's what makes this book so hot, it's not just about explicit

descriptions of intercourse, but all of the other wonderful things that along with it.

I received a copy of this book to provide an honest review.This erotic collection offered a great

variety of stories ranging from contemporary, sci-fi, thriller, some paranormal themes, even some

humor. This is the third anthology I have read that was edited by Rose Caraway and I really enjoyed

it! (As I did with the others) I really appreciate the amount/length of the stories in addition to the



different themes because erotica is one of my favorite genres and the more the better (in my

opinion).As always there are some stories that I found to be a HUGE turn on and really well written

and those were:Take It Like a Man by D.LovejoyBalls and Strikes by J.T. SeateLonely Spirits by

Winter BlairThe After Party by Josie JordanPicturing You Naked by Rachel Kramer BusselI think the

great variety of stories in this book make it something that erotica lovers will enjoy. Definitely pick

this one up!

This book is so hot I might need to take a couple deep breaths and wipe the sweat from my brow

before I say what I have to say.Yes, I'm one of those handful of people out there that thought erotica

was a woman's pastime, both the reading and writing of. So what did I think of a book designed with

a masculine erotica voice? Hold on a minute. I'm still trembling.I saw excellent writing displaying

both variety and heat. Reading this book made me feel like I'd been taken hard, flipped over onto

my tummy and taken again. Definitely going onto this reader's keeper shelf for another sweaty day.
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